
      

 

Campus Recruitment  

 

About MUST Garment  

MUST is a Hong Kong based, professionally managed multinational employing in excess of 25000 people. 

It has manufacturing presence in Bangladesh, Jordan and Egypt and offices in Hong Kong, USA, UK, 

China, Bahrain and Dubai.  

 

Each of the locations functions independently with a professional CEO responsible for conducting the 

business. The CEO is ably assisted by a team of professionals who are domain experts with sound business 

acumen.  Organization structure is flat, clearly defined and is process driven. The environment encourages 

learning and sharing, not only within the location, but also across the organisation through various lateral 

opportunities and exchange programs.  

 

At MUST, we follow the best management practices and use cutting edge technology. Through our efforts, 

we have managed a YOY growth rate of 30% by volumes and supply high quality garments to top brands 

in the US and European market.  

 

Today, the group boasts of a client list comprising of J C Penney, Macy's, Belk, Mango, Kohl's, Levi's, 

Dockers, Ann Taylor, H&M, American Eagle, Aeropostale, etc. 

 

About Management Trainee Programme 

We envisage management trainees as an investment for the future and our future leaders.  
 
The 5 months Future Leadership program encompasses job rotation across departments in a challenging 
learning environment. Program provides business segment focussed training and gives exposure to the 
functioning of the company. It helps to identify the potential and interest of the candidate in an area where 
he can best use his talent.  
 
The Management trainee will work with a department to identify business challenges. He will be assigned 
to take one of these challenges in the department  as a project, The MT will work on identifying objectives, 
defining the scope of work, get involved with cost effective implementation and ensuring sustainability of 
the business process. In the process he will have the opportunity to experiment with new ideas, suggest 
and implement changes in the systems, learn from mistakes and understand the impact of the human 
element on business and to positively channelize energy.  

 



 

 

 

 

Career Building and Talent Progression 

Management Trainees 

Future Leaders Program is developed for Management Trainees joining us from various reputed institutes. 

It has a 5 month project based learning with job rotation across key departments. Handholding and 

mentoring is done by CEO and HOD. Once the program is completed, MTs are consulted on the final 

deployment into a department. 

 

MUST offers you various opportunities across different roles and domains. We also help you pursue a 

career that brings growth and satisfaction. You will have the chance to learn from the best in the industry 

and grow your career. The work environment is supportive and will help you excel. There are excellent 

growth opportunities available through job rotation. We create managers who just do not understand their 

domain however appreciate the whole functioning of business. There is a clear structure to monitor your 

growth and transition. There are many initiatives such as training, seminars, guidance and a compensation 

that your efforts deserve, we drive your professional and financial goals. 


